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Abstract: Direct storage of biometric templates in databases exposes the authentication system to numerous security and privacy challenges. Biometric cryptosystems or template protection schemes are used to overcome the security and privacy challenges associated with the use of biometrics as a means of authentication. This paper presents a review of previous works in biometric key binding and key generation schemes. The review focuses on key binding techniques such as biometric encryption, fuzzy commitment scheme, fuzzy vault and shielding function. Two categories of key generation schemes considered are private template and quantization schemes. The paper also discusses the modes of operations, strengths and weaknesses of various kinds of key-based template protection schemes. The goal is to provide the reader with a clear understanding of the current and emerging trends in key-based biometric cryptosystems.
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1. Introduction

Biometrics is a compound word derived from 'bio', which means living or life and 'metrics', which refers to a method of measuring something or results obtained from such measurement. The term generally refers to the various technologies which use mathematical and statistical theories and methods to measure the biological characteristics of the human body. The measurable characteristics are broadly divided into two broad categories, namely: physiological characteristics and behavioural characteristics. Physiological characteristics such as fingerprints, face, iris, DNA, retina, palmprint, ear, lip, knuckle texture, skin spectroscopy, and palm bio-impedance spectroscopy are acquired directly from the bodies of the users. They are always available to the owner and are difficult to lose. Behavioural characteristics, on the other hand, describe how the owner behaves, acts or does things. These are not permanent and could suffer variations over a period of time. Examples of behavioural characteristics are keystroke dynamics, signature patterns, typing behaviour, syslometry, behavioural profiling and linguistic profiling. The taxonomy diagram in Figure 1 illustrates the categorization of biometric characteristics as well as the examples for each category. Practical applications of biometrics include border control; access control to sensitive government installations; racial classification; citizenship verification; monitoring attendance in schools and offices; cardless Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs); access to computer systems and networks; online banking; electronic trading; and payment processing systems. Biometric systems can be classified as either unibiometric or multibiometric depending on the number of biological traits required for enrolment and authentication. Unimodal or unibiometric systems are based on a single biometric trait, for example, face, iris, fingerprint or retina. Unimodal systems are unisensor in their operation. That is, they use one sensor for image acquisition and verification. A multibiometric system may be multimodal, multi-sensor, multi-instance or multi-algorithmic. Multimodal systems use more than one physiological or traits for enrolment, verification and identification. Multi-sensor systems use different sensors to capture the images of different modalities during the enrolment and verification phases. An illustration is the use of camera and fingerprint scanner to acquire face image and fingerprint pattern respectively.

Multi-instance approaches combine two or more instances of the same biometric modality during enrolment and authentication. An example is the combination of multiple instances of the same fingerprint, face or iris. Multi-algorithmic (or hybrid) use a combination of two or more algorithms to carry out the enrolment and authentication processes. Multibiometric systems combine inputs from multiple sources into a single unit by a process known as fusion. Fusion can take place at the sensor level, feature level, matching score level, decisions level. Sensor or image level fusion combines raw samples of biometric data. Feature level fusion creates a composite feature vector by extracting and combining relevant and discriminant features from the original images. Feature level fusion faces challenges such as incompatibility of biometric vectors, dimensionality problems and difficulty of designing a matching algorithm for feature level matching [1]. Matching score level fusion combines the matching scores of each subsystem of the multibiometric system using techniques such as the weighted sum rule, weighted product, linear discriminant, decision tree, and the Bayesian rule. Decision level fusion uses techniques such a AND rule, OR rule and majority voting to perform fusion. Multibiometric systems face two major
Biometric authentication systems use the unique and measurable biological features to verify the identity of users. Biometrics derives its strength from the uniqueness of these features and the relative difficulty with which they may be forged. Biometric authentication schemes provide a strong, secure, reliable and convenient means of access to a computer installation or physical environment. These systems verify users based on their actual identity and not what they know or possess. Although a biometric is secure in the sense that it cannot easily be copied, forged, or stolen, yet we cannot consider it to be secret. Biometric data can be disclosed without the knowledge or cooperation of the owner. For example, fingerprints can be obtained from door handles and elevator buttons. Pictures of faces, iris and retina can be captured using surveillance cameras. Attacks against stored biometric data expose the authentication system and enrolled users to numerous security and privacy threats. The taxonomy diagram in Figure 3 illustrates the classification, purpose, basic requirements and applications of key-based biometric cryptosystems. Biometric cryptosystems or template protection schemes are based on the integration of techniques from the domain of cryptography and biometrics. In contrast to conventional biometric recognition systems, template protection schemes do not store biometric data directly in the database. Rather, they associate secret information with a biometric data before it is stored. This makes it difficult for an intruder to obtain the original biometric data without knowing the secret information used to secure it. Template protection systems make it possible to revoke, update or replace biometric data in the event of loss or data corruption. A good template protection scheme should meet the following criteria: diversity, revocability, security and performance [3]. Template security is achieved by combining secret information with the biometric data before storage instead of storing the original biometric data without knowing the secret information. Template protection schemes provide diversity by using different secret information and/or algorithms to create multiple versions of secure template from a single biometric data. Diversity minimizes the correlation among secure templates of the same subject which are stored in different databases. This prevents cross matching attack and guarantees user's privacy. Revocability allows biometric database administrators to replace or update templates in case of loss or compromise. This is because multiple copies of a protected template can be obtained from an instance of biometric data. It is also required that the biometric template protection scheme maintain a good balance between security and performance. In order words, the provision of template protection should not lead to a significant degradation in the recognition accuracy of a biometric system. Key-based template

The taxonomy diagram in Figure 2 highlights the categories, advantages and challenges of biometric systems. It also presents issues such as fusion methods, fusion complexity and template security as they relate to multibiometric systems.

### Table 1. Comparison between unimodal and multimodal biometric systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Unimodal</th>
<th>Multimodal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition accuracy</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 2. Taxonomy of biometric system

Biometric cryptosystems or template protection schemes are based on the integration of techniques from the domain of cryptography and biometrics. In contrast to conventional biometric recognition systems, template protection schemes do not store biometric data directly in the database. Rather, they associate secret information with a biometric data before it is stored. This makes it difficult for an intruder to obtain the original biometric data without knowing the secret information used to secure it. Template protection systems make it possible to revoke, update or replace biometric data in the event of loss or data corruption. A good template protection scheme should meet the following criteria: diversity, revocability, security and performance [3]. Template security is achieved by combining secret information with the biometric data before storage instead of storing the biometric data directly in the database. This makes it computationally hard for an attacker to obtain the original biometric data from the secure template without having knowledge of the secret information. Template protection schemes provide diversity by using different secret information and/or algorithms to create multiple versions of secure template from a single biometric data. Diversity minimizes the correlation among secure templates of the same subject which are stored in different databases. This prevents cross matching attack and guarantees user's privacy. Revocability allows biometric database administrators to replace or update templates in case of loss or compromise. This is because multiple copies of a protected template can be obtained from an instance of biometric data. It is also required that the biometric template protection scheme maintain a good balance between security and performance. In order words, the provision of template protection should not lead to a significant degradation in the recognition accuracy of a biometric system.
protection schemes are classified as either key binding or key generation depending on the mode of operation or the method used to secure templates [4]. Table 2 presents a comparison between key binding and key generation schemes.

2. Key Binding Schemes

These schemes use 'binding' techniques to create a secure template from an input containing a secret key and biometric data. The binding process is carried out using well-known or publicly available cryptographic algorithms [4]. The secrecy of the key and the complexity of the key binding algorithm are the major factors which determine the security of the stored biometric data. This section discusses key binding schemes such as biometric encryption, fuzzy commitment scheme, fuzzy vault and shielding functions.

2.1. Biometric Encryption

Biometric encryption or bio-cryptography is a direct application of standard cryptographic algorithms to generate secure biometric templates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Mode of operation</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key binding</td>
<td>Secures a biometric data by binding it with secret key. An update of the key requires a re-enrolment in order to generate a new helper data.</td>
<td>i) A protected data cannot be retrieved without the knowledge of the secret key. ii) Guarantees user privacy as cryptographic keys are independent of biometric data.</td>
<td>An attacker who knows the secret key can recover original biometric data from protected template.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key generation</td>
<td>i) Generates a key directly from extracted biometric features. ii) Derives a helper data from a biometric template and generates a key from the helper data and a given biometric sample. The store helper data is used to update a key that is suspected to have been compromised.</td>
<td>i) Provides security and privacy by eliminating direct storage of biometric data. ii) Difficult for attackers to reconstruct original biometric data from key string since biometric data are not retained after enrolment.</td>
<td>i) Key generation schemes which do not store helper data cannot provide revocable (updateable) keys. ii) Helper data based key generation schemes which use helper data are vulnerable to attack via record multiplicity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mytec1 [5] was the first implementation of bio-cryptographic scheme. Later, Mytec2 [6] was developed to provide a more sophisticated protection for stored fingerprint template. The inability of Mytec2 to provide satisfactory security and recognition accuracy made it impossible for it to be deployed in practical scenarios [3]. A biometric encryption method based on elliptic curve cryptography has been proposed for secure biometric authentication in smart device ecosystems [7]. The approach offers a good balance between performance and security by providing a 25% latency reduction over a vanilla elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) system and a 5% lower average load. The proposed OTA protocol and biometric-aided scheme has 15% latency reduction and a 35% net reduction in latency respectively. Elliptic curve cryptography was also used to implement biometric key agreement scheme in wireless sensor networks (WSN) [8]. This technique is suitable for low-power sensor network environments because it minimizes the computational costs between the sensor node and the GW-node. The use of ECC to provide secure session key agreement reduces the total execution time and memory requirement. It also provides security against well-known cryptographic attacks because it uses only hash function and does not require a user password. Results of security and performance analysis show that the proposed scheme provides secure, reliable and efficient WSNs. A recent proposal combined Bernoulli-logistic mapping and chaotic encryption techniques to create a secure bio-cryptographic scheme [9]. This approach is suitable for online based biometric data network encryption and information transmission. Experimental result shows that proposed technique has better correlation distribution and histogram. Security analysis demonstrates that the absolute coefficients sum (ASC) and volatility of the proposed algorithm is comparatively lower than that of logistic map. This provides high security with mixture and secrecy of the encryption scheme. Correlation analysis show that the correlation distribution of the encrypted data is fairly more uniform when combined with diffusion and mixture than that provided by logistic chaotic method. Overall, the proposed approach provides efficient performance and security. A hybrid approach to biometric encryption based on the integration of packed homomorphic encryption and ideal lattices techniques has also been proposed [10]. The protocol has shorter ciphertext and is 100 times faster than previous approaches based on homomorphic encryption. Approaches based on biometric encryption are susceptible to blended substitution attack [5], hill climbing attack [11] and nearest impostor attack [12]. Moreover, an attacker can use reconstructed secret to retrieve original biometric data from secured templates [13].

2.2. Fuzzy Commitment Scheme

A fuzzy commitment scheme [14] is a cryptographic algorithm which secures stored biometric data using cryptography and error correcting code techniques. The algorithm binds secret information with a data in order to conceal the data and prevent the owner of the data from revealing it in more than one way. Fuzzy commitment schemes have been used to secure biometric templates obtained from face, fingerprints and iris [15, 16, 17]. The approach in [15] has false rejection rate (FRR), false acceptance rate (FAR) and key length of 0.47%, 0% and 140 bits respectively. The method in [16] uses fingerprint to
generate random keys which are resistant to dictionary attack. Experimental result shows an average of 50% increase in randomness of the generated keys which provides strong resistance against brute-force attack. In [17], the proposed technique applies error correction more effectively and provides a more balanced distribution of reliability and improved recognition rates. Experimental results also reveal significant improvement in key retrieval rates. Iris fuzzy commitment schemes are reliable because their performance is not easily affected by signal degradation caused by noise and blur in iris images [18]. Image compression also has little effect on the recognition accuracy of fuzzy commitment scheme [19, 20]. Multi-factor authentication scheme based on the integration of iris-based fuzzy commitment scheme and smart card technology has been proposed [21]. The goal is to provide a simple, secure, privacy-preserving and revocable approach to template protection. However, the authors did not provide any mathematical or experimental verification of its feasibility or performance. A novel application used the fuzzy commitment for secure key management in body sensor networks (BSNs) [22]. The approach uses energy-based multihop-route-choice and biometrics synchronization mechanism (based on weak time synchronization) to provide a balance in energy used by routes and reduce the energy consumption for transmission. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme can be used to enhance the efficiency and security of BSNs. Enhanced versions of the fuzzy commitment scheme are based on dynamic use of multiple commitments [23] and the derivation of multiple commitments from a single commitment [24]. Security analysis show that these approaches provide improved security for stored biometric data because an attacker will need to compromise multiple encrypted templates and secret key before he can retrieve a secured biometric data. Other techniques aimed to achieve an adaptive approach for effective error correction [25], reliability-balancing [17] or the integration of fuzzy commitment scheme with McEliece’s cipher [26]. Experimental results and security analysis reveal that these enhancements provide improved recognition and/or security of stored biometric data. A more secure version of the fuzzy commitment scheme derive a next commitment from the combination of the authenticated input and a current commitment [27]. The authors also proposed the alpha and beta smoothing methods. Experimental results show that the scheme achieves the highest rate of authentication when it uses optimal value of the beta smoothing method. An improved approach combined the fuzzy commitment scheme with biometric hashing to enhance the security stored images [28]. Biometric hashing was first applied to biometric images before securing the hashed images with the fuzzy commitment scheme. This method addresses security problem caused by poor diffusion in generic robust image hashing algorithms. Another enhanced implementation addressed the effects of uncertainty and errors in noisy channels by injecting the fuzziness property into fuzzy commitment scheme [29]. It also provides a more secure binding than the generic fuzzy commitment scheme. A modified version of the generic fuzzy commitment scheme used Gaussian technique to generate uniformly distributed data [30]. This is approach is simpler than the generic fuzzy commitment scheme as it eliminates the need for binary quantization of biometric data. In [31], the authors proposed an enhanced iris fuzzy commitment scheme which has low complexity of implementation and good recognition accuracy (FRR and FAR of 3.75% and 0% respectively). Its keys also have long dimension (400 bits) and high entropy. A comparison of key distribution schemes shows that fuzzy commitment scheme and fuzzy vault use simple processes for enrolment and authentication [32]. The application of both approaches on ECG data shows that fuzzy commitment scheme uses a more complicate process to extract ECG data and has lower FAR. It also shows that fuzzy commitment scheme and fuzzy vault have similar FARs.

Security and performance analysis of the fuzzy commitment scheme revealed the relationship between the recognition accuracy of a fuzzy commitment scheme and the theoretical maximum key length in a Gaussian-model biometric source [33]. Theoretical analysis showed that fusion strategies have an impact on the security and recognition performance of multibiometric fuzzy commitment schemes [34]. It also showed that score-level and decision-level fusion methods provide a linear increase in privacy which makes them unsuitable for biometric cryptosystems. A major weakness of the fuzzy commitment scheme is its susceptibility to attacks in environments that involve trusted third party [28]. A theoretical analysis of security and privacy showed that fuzzy commitment schemes with maximum key size achieve optimal performance for the memoryless totally symmetric case [35]. It also revealed that fuzzy commitment schemes provide limited security for the secret key and biometric data in the general memoryless and stationary ergodic cases. Iris-based fuzzy commitment schemes do not offer sufficient robustness against illegal retrieval of cryptographic keys, which makes them to suffer statistically significant false acceptance rates [36]. Biometric templates protected using fuzzy commitment schemes do not exhibit sufficient diversity across multiple databases, which makes them susceptible to decodability attack and cross-matching. [37, 38]. Fuzzy commitment schemes are also susceptible to hill-climbing and brute force attacks [39, 40]. Attacks via record multiplicity can also be used to decode protected biometric data [41, 42]. A suggested solution is the integration of random bit-permutation into the operation of fuzzy commitment schemes [37]. Another solution involves the use of a perceptron-based continuous function to simplify and optimize direct discrimination in order to prevent collision among templates [43]. Decodability and cross matching attacks in fuzzy commitment scheme can also be prevented by using random permutation to create a reference template from multiple instances of biometric images [44]. Pedersen (or “issue-time”) commitment has been proposed as a measure to address key leakage in fuzzy commitment scheme [45]. This approach provides high template protection and user privacy as both the secret and time of issue verified during authentication. Another strategy is based on the integration of the chaotic system [46] with the generic fuzzy commitment scheme to provide improved security [47].

2.3. Fuzzy Vault

A fuzzy Vault [48] is created by using an unordered set of data to ‘lock’ a secret key vault. The vault can only be unlocked if there is another set of data which significantly overlaps with the original data. The generic fuzzy vault is
suitable for unordered feature sets (such as fingerprints) and

does not suffer performance degradation due to missing or

spurious feature elements in multiple acquisitions of the same

biometric data [49]. Fuzzy vault has been widely used to

protect stored templates in automatic fingerprint verification

systems [50, 51]. The application of the approach in [50] on

FVC 2001-DB2 database provides a genuine acceptance rate

(GAR) and FAR of 97% and 0.24% respectively. Experimental

results based on MSU-DB1 database show a GAR and FAR of 96.9% and 0.16% respectively. The fuzzy vault in [51] uses a new chaff point generation algorithm, which is 4.84 times faster than Clancy’s algorithm and 41.86 faster than Khalil-Hani’s algorithm. Results of experiments conducted using FVC2002-DB1A and FVC2002-DB2A fingerprint databases show equal error rate (EER) of 2.4% and 1.9%, respectively. Fuzzy vault has also been used to secure biometrics such as palm gesture features obtained from fingerprint position and velocity [52]. Multibiometric fuzzy vaults are based on features extracted from iris and retina [2], face, iris and fingerprint data [53] and left and right irises [54]. Experimental results and security analysis show that these approaches provide good recognition accuracy as well as high level template security and user privacy. Tams et al [55] proposed a multi-instance fuzzy vault based on multiple fingerprints instead of a single fingerprint image. This approach provides recognition accuracy (GAR of 97%), template security (61 bits) and resistance against offline attacks. A multi-factor authentication scheme used the fuzzy vault to secure fingerprints in smartcard-based systems [56]. The need for improved template security and user privacy led to the integration of the fuzzy vault approach with digital signature and zero-knowledge techniques [57] as well as Double Advanced Encryption Standard Algorithm [58]. The recognition accuracy of the fuzzy vault scheme can be improved by using Geometric hashing technique to provide auto-alignment of fingerprint features in multiple-control and compartmentalized fuzzy vault [59]. The method supports automatic alignment of features and is robust against correlation attack [60]. Results from experiments and security analysis show that the approach leads to improvement in recognition accuracy and security. The method could suffer significant drawback in terms of verification accuracy and security if the hash table becomes very large. Improved recognition performance and security can be achieved in palmprint fuzzy vault by using random chaff points which are difficult to distinguish from genuine points [61]. This method addresses intra-class variations effectively leading to an increase in recognition accuracy of the palmprint fuzzy vault. An improved approach used Euclidean distance method to overcome the effects of alignment and translation of fingerprint images [62]. This approach has good recognition accuracy (GAR of ~86.03% and FAR of ~0.39%) and does not require the alignment of reference and query templates during authentication. Recent works focus on the development of new methods of alignments for fingerprint-based fuzzy vaults [63] as well as the use of circle packing [64] and squares method [65] techniques to provide fast and less complex chaff-point generation. These approaches lead to a reduction in the amount of time required for enrollment and authentication. A similar work applied a novel noise generation technique on ridge features of fingerprint to provide invariance to geometric transformations [66]. This method provides low FAR (0%) and high security (key space and entropy of 160 bits and ~42 bits respectively). Fuzzy vault is susceptible to attack via record multiplicity (ARM) [4], brute force attack [67] and collusion attack [68]. The generic fuzzy vault scheme is also vulnerable to intrusion attacks, liaison attacks, combination attacks and injection attacks [61]. A major drawback of the generic fingerprint fuzzy vault scheme is that the key determines the number matching minutiae thereby increasing the amount of time required for coefficient reconstruction [69]. This problem was addressed by using multivariable linear function to create a fingerprint fuzzy vault scheme in which the number of matching-minutiae determines the number of variables required for coefficient reconstruction [69]. The security of the scheme was also improved by using the Lorenz chaotic system method to increase randomness of minutiae points. The method has high accuracy because the FAR is always zero. Cubic spline interpolation [70] is another method used to address the high computational overhead of coefficient reconstruction in fingerprint fuzzy vault. This approach has good recognition accuracy as indicated by experiments conducted using the HA-BJU palmprint database which show FAR to be always zero. Passwords can be used to increase the security of the fuzzy vault and minimize collision among stored templates [71]. The integration of password with the fuzzy vault prevents cross matching attacks by increasing the discriminability among templates of the same subject stored in different databases. This approach is not fool-proof because brute force attack can be used to compromise the security of fuzzy vault and password. A more secure approach used a key generated from user-specific password to transform the biometric template [72]. An additional layer of protection is added by using digital signature to encrypt the vault. Results from theoretical analysis and experiments show that the FAR increases as the dimension of the biometric feature increases. Higher values of FRR are observed as the ratio of number of chaff points to the length of template increases. Other modifications of the generic fuzzy vault [73, 74, 75] provide improved recognition accuracy and security. Theoretical and experimental analysis was used to identify some weaknesses in the design, properties and performance of the fuzzy vault and suitable solutions were proposed to address these limitations. In [76], the authors proposed an enhanced fuzzy vault which is resistant to brute-force and ARM attacks. This scheme has good recognition accuracy (FAR of between 0% and 0.87% and GAR of between 72.5% and 91%) and security (large key space of between 2^{152} and 2^{192}). False accept attacks in fuzzy vault was addressed by enrolling multiple fingers of the same user [77]. This approach provides high level user privacy and good recognition accuracy ($FAR < 10^{-4}$ and very low FRR). The construction of multiple vaults from an instance of biometric data is another strategy used to enhance the security of the generic fuzzy vault [78]. A successful verification requires a decoding of at least two of the vaults. Enhanced security is also provided in fuzzy vaults by storing the encryption key (lock) and the encrypted template in different servers [79]. This method provides better security and privacy as attackers will have to compromise both vaults before a protected
template can be decrypted. A novel approach known as multi-secret fuzzy vault used different secret to secure each biometric data [80]. This is an error tolerant and order tolerant technique which requires an attacker to compromise multiple secrets before he can gain access to multiple biometric data. The approach is more secure than the generic fuzzy vault which is based on a single key. The storage of minutiae angles instead of the actual coordinates of the minutiae points minimizes the possibility of cross matching attack [81]. Applying this technique on multiple fingers provides resistance against angle-correlation attack. The integration of fuzzy vault with transform-based techniques [82, 83, 84, 85, 86] provides better security and privacy. The process is carried out by applying a transformation technique on biometric data before securing the transformed template with the fuzzy vault. This approach resistant to threats such as brute-force and cross matching attacks.

2.4. Shielding Function

Shielding function [87] or helper data scheme was developed to provide security for stored biometric data and guarantee the privacy of legitimate users. The approach enables the authentication system to verify a user’s identity without having any knowledge of the user’s biometrics. The delta-contracting and epsilon-revealing functions provide the bedrock for this scheme. The delta contracting (\(\delta\)-contracting) function binds a secret with a biometric data and epsilon revealing (\(\epsilon\)-revealing) function ensures that a protected template reveals only a small amount of information on the random secret or biometric data. The shielding function was used to protect binary templates extracted from fingerprint images using Gabor filter [88]. Results from experiment shows that this method has an EER of 4.2% and a key length of 40 bits. In a related work [89], Wavelet Fourier-Mellin Transform was used to extract features from fingerprint images before securing the acquired templates with the shielding function. This method achieved sufficient key entropy and reveals only a small amount of information about user biometrics. A previous work extracts real value vectors from preprocessed face images using Principal Component Analysis [90]. Quantization process is used to convert the real-value features into binary before binding them with a randomly generated secret. Experiment results show that the scheme has good recognition accuracy (0% FAR, FRR of 0.8529%) and security (maximum key length of 36 bits). 3D face images were used to implement a helper data scheme in order to achieve better recognition performance [91]. 3D face images generally contain a richer set of information than 2D face images. The approach provides good recognition accuracy and adequate protection for stored templates. A two-factor authentication scheme known as biometric epassport used the helper data technique to secure stored face templates [92]. Experimental results show that the approach has FAR of 0% and of 35% when applied to face images obtained from the FERET database. The application of the technique on Caltech database results in FAR and FRR of 0% and 3.5% respectively. Shielding functions, like all other key binding approaches, are not resistant to spoofing attacks [4]. Previous implementations of the shielding function produce keys which are less than 50 bits. This falls short of the minimum requirement for biometric keys and exposes the schemes to brute force attacks [92]. They are also susceptible to attack via record multiplicity [4] and crossmatching attack [41]. Moreover, an attacker can use a reconstructed secret to obtain original biometric data from compromised helper data [13]. A comparison of different key binding techniques is presented in Table 3.

3. Key Generation Schemes

Biometric key generation schemes extract cryptographic key or hash directly from a given biometric data [93]. They are implemented either as secure sketches or fuzzy extractors. A user-specific key can be generated by combining a helper data (obtained from a given biometric template) and a given biometric sample [94]. The method used for key generation depends largely on the nature or structure of the biometric data. A helper data may be obtained from a given biometric reference data and stored in the form of an updateable key or hash value or user-specific keys may be extracted directly from a reference biometric data [95]. Most key generation schemes store helper data to allow for revocability of stolen or corrupted templates. The two major approaches used for biometric key generation are private template scheme and quantization scheme.

3.1. Private Template Schemes

Template protection schemes based on the biometric key generations have been implemented using modalities such as face [96] and fingerprints [97, 98]. The approach in [96] was deployed in multifactor authentication schemes to provide template security and user privacy for biometric data stored in chips or cards. The authors noted that security (measured in terms of entropy loss) and performance (expressed in terms of FAR and FRR) should also be taken into consideration when assessing a practical system template protection system. The study in [97] proposed a fingerprint alignment technique based on the focal point of high curvature regions. The application of the proposed system on FVC2002-DB1 and DB2 databases achieved a false non-match rate (FNMR) of 16.2% and 12.6% respectively. The false match rate (FMR) in both cases was zero. The proposed approach in [98] generates multiple and cancellable cryptographic keys from a single fingerprint image. Experimental results and security analysis show that the method is simple and efficient. It also prevents the recovery of original biometric data from protected templates. A novel approach used scale-based parity code to generate continuous keys from free-text keystroke dynamics [99]. This is in contrast to most key generation approaches which are based on fixed form biometric input. The approach uses linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to extract the most stable and discriminant features from keystroke signals. A privacy-preserving protocol based on homomorphic encryption is used in conjunction with LDA to provide template updateability without compromising the security of stored biometric data and privacy of enrolled users. The application of this technique on biometric features of 486 users obtained using LDA revealed equal error rate of 5%. Extracting biometric features without the use of LDA showed an equal error rate of less than 7%. It is also possible to store biometric templates directly as secret keys or to first compute the hash of the templates and then store the hash values as a secret key [100, 101]. Empirical analysis shows that the
approach in [100] has an entropy of 173 bits. The large entropy ensures that the probability of collision among templates generated from different irises is about 1 in $10^{32}$.

### Table 3. Comparison of key binding techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Mode of operation</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Biometric encryption    | Applies standard cryptographic algorithm to generate secure biometric template. | Prevents an attacker from decrypting protected templates without the knowledge of the algorithm and cryptographic key. | (i) Possible to use reconstructed secret to retrieve original biometric data from secure template.  
(ii) Susceptible to blended substitution, hill-climbing and nearest impostor attacks. |
| Fuzzy commitment scheme | Uses cryptography and error correcting techniques to bind secret information to a biometric data. | The 'commitment' derived from the biometric data and secret key secures the biometric template. It also protects the secret key by storing only its hash value. | (i) Template security is user privacy are guaranteed once an attacker knows the protected template and secret key.  
(ii) Susceptible to ARM, hill climbing, brute force, decodingibility and crossmatching attacks. |
| Fuzzy vault             | Uses an unordered set of biometric data to lock a secret key in a vault. | The vault cannot be decoded without a biometric data which closely overlaps with the original one. | (i) Susceptible to ARM, brute force and collusion attacks.  
(ii) Vulnerable to intrusion, liaison, combination and injection attacks. |
| Shielding function      | Creates a secure template (helper data) from a random secret and biometric data. | The helper data and hash function secures biometric data and random secret respectively. Original biometric data cannot be recovered from secured template without the knowledge of the secret key. | (i) Short key length  
(ii) Possible to use reconstructed secret to retrieve original biometric data from compromised helper data.  
(iii) Susceptible to ARM, brute force and crossmatching attacks. |

The method in [101] generates similar 2048-bit templates from iris images of the same user. A limitation of these approaches is the possibility to reconstruct raw biometric data from compromised biometric hashes [102]. This challenge can be addressed by using strong hash algorithms such as MD-5 and SHA-512 to generate random keys from biometric data. The approach supports non-repudiation and is resistant to brute-force attack. This method is efficient for fingerprint key generation because it minimizes intra-class variation and does not require fingerprint alignment during authentication. A similar method compares only a fraction of the keys instead of the entire keys during authentication [103]. This method is simple, efficient, secure and less susceptible to intra-class variation.

### 3.2. Quantization Schemes

Quantization schemes generate biometric keys using helper data and binarized (or quantized) biometric features. A unique feature of quantization schemes is the ability to extract the same keys from multiple acquisitions of a biometric modality even when the images are captured using different sensors. Results from experiments using a fingerprint show that up to 40% of fingers generate the same cryptographic key even when different scanners were used to capture the fingerprint images of each finger [104]. A related work generates unique and dynamic keys from fingerprints of 97.25% users [105]. Quantization schemes may be implemented as a multi-modal system; that is, a unique key may be derived from the fusion of two or more biometric modalities. [106]. Experimental results based on the combination of ECG signals obtained from MIT-BIH database and speech signals from a speech database created for testing purposes showed that the proposed approach has FAR and FRR are 1.27% and 10.62% respectively. A weakness of helper-data-based quantization scheme is the possibility of recovering original biometric images from protected templates. It is possible for an attacker to obtain face feature vectors from protected templates and then reconstruct real face [107]. A context-based approach to biometric key generation produces revocable and long dimensional (70-bit, 140-bit and 280-bit) biometric keys from iris images [108]. This method also has good recognition accuracy with GAR of 84.26%, 95.52% and 94.68% for the respective key lengths. Biometric keys have also been generated from hand bone images and heart vascular visualizations [109]. This technique extracts and models linguistic features from these images as graph grammars. Security analysis shows that this method generates strong, random and revocable biometric keys. The application of semi-supervised data clustering on signature (a behavioral biometric) produced consistent and discriminative keys [110]. The generated keys are also resistant to brute force attack because they have long dimension keys and high entropy. Quantization schemes which use helper data are vulnerable to attack via record multiplicity [4]. This exposes the secure sketch strategy to security and privacy flaws when an impostor gains access to multiple versions of protected templates which are generated from the same biometric data [111]. Hence, there is need for a trade-off between minimizing the amount of useful information available to an attacker when systems are compromised and the prevention of attacks against systems that are assumed to be secure [112]. Table 4 presents a comparison of the two common key generation techniques.

### 4. Future Research Directions

Biometric authentication systems verify the identity of users by acquiring digital versions of biometric traits and comparing them with the reference templates stored in the
Session hijacking allows impostors to gain access to the system by tricking or coercing authorized users. It is also possible for an unscrupulous user may also hand over his working session to an intruder. This makes it imperative for biometric cryptosystems to provide mechanisms for repeated verification of a user’s identity during an entire working session. Continuous authentication techniques [115, 116, 117, 118] will prevent session hijacking and improve the security of the biometric authentication system.

Most key binding schemes tend to have shorter key lengths, small key space and low key entropies. This makes them susceptible to attack via record multiplicity and brute-force attack. Such schemes do not provide the level of security and privacy capabilities required for practical applications. The integration of key-based techniques with cancelable biometrics [119] will satisfy the security and privacy requirements for real world applications.

Future research efforts should also consider the deployment of biometric cryptosystems for the protection of sensitive biometric data in Internet of Things (IoT) [120] systems and wireless body sensor networks [121]. This will provide adequate privacy for human components in these systems.

5. Conclusions

This paper discussed the benefits as well as the security and privacy risks associated with the use of biometrics as an authentication mechanism. It examined key-based biometric cryptosystems under two major categories, namely: key binding schemes and key generation schemes. The discussion focused on key binding techniques such as biometric encryption, fuzzy commitment scheme, fuzzy vault and shielding function. The two categories of key generation techniques discussed are private template schemes and quantization schemes. The paper highlighted the modes of operation, strengths and limitations of the various techniques. It also presented an up to date review of previous works in biometric key binding and key generation domains. This paper will provide current and intending researchers with an up to date knowledge of previous research works, current directions and open research issues in key-based biometric cryptosystems.
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